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How to address continual learning?

• Regularization-based approaches
– Prior focused (i.e. regularize parameters)

– Data-focused (i.e. regularize features)

• Replay approaches
– Rehearsal (e.g. exemplars)

– Pseudorehearsal

• Parameter isolation approaches
– Fixed architecture

– Dynamic architecture

De Lange et al., T. Continual learning: A comparative study on how to defy forgetting in classification tasks, arxiv 2019.

(feature generation)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.08383


Generative replay

Liu et al., Generative Feature Replay For Class-Incremental Learning, CLVISION workshop at CVPR 2020

4 tasks on CIFAR-100
GAN-based replay

Feature replay performs 
better than image replay

In this work we also use feature 
generation, but based on VAE

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.09199


Zero-shot learning

Learning

I’ve seen this 
animal before, 
and is furry

and small. It is 
a cat

Recognition

Seen

This animal looks 
like a horse with 
black and white 
stripes, I think it 

is a zebra.

Recognition (ZS)

Unseen

Cats are small, 
typically furry, 
carnivorous 
mammals.

Zebras are equids (horse 
family) with distinctive 
black and white stripes.



Bookworm continual learning
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Zero-shot classification

Dog, cat, polar bear, horse
(seen categories)

Test

CNN

Zebra
(unseen category)

CNN

How to model the 
semantic relations
between seen and 
unseen categories?

Training

A semantic model:
- Attributes (e.g. 

white, black, stripes, 
four legs, …)

- Language (via word 
embeddings)

- …



Zero-shot learning via visual-semantic 
alignment

CNN

Training

dog, cat, bird, horse
(seen categories)

Semantic 
model dog

cat

horse

bird

Mapping

CNN

Mapping

Test

Zebra
(unseen category)

Semantic 
model

zebra

Frome et al., DeViSE: A Deep Visual-
Semantic Embedding Model, NIPS 2013

Semantic
space

https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/research.google.com/en/pubs/archive/41473.pdf


Zero-shot learning with feature 
generation

zebra,giraffe, leopard, cow
(seen+unseen categories)

CNN

Classes

Images

Attributes



Zero-shot learning as continual learning
(learning)

Class descriptions 
(seen+unseen)

Visual 
model

Seen Unseen

Seen class 
labels

Semantic model



Zero-shot learning as continual learning
(inference+evaluation)

Semantic model
Seen Unseen

Unseen

Zebra

Seen

Polar bear

Why don’t we 
keep updating 
the visual model 
(continually)?

Visual 
model

Generalized ZSL 
(both seen+unseen)

ZSL (only unseen)



Bookworm continual learning
(learning)

Semantic model
Task 1 Task 2

Task 2 labels

Why don’t we 
keep updating the 
semantic model 
(continually)?

(Old) visual 
model

Visual 
model



CL vs (G)ZSL vs BCL



Generalized continual learning

time

cat bird cat zebrazebrapolar bear



Summary

JT: joint training

CL: continual learning

ZSL: zero-shot learning

GZSL:generalized ZSL

BCL: bookworm CL

GCL: generalized CL

Settings exploiting 
semantic relations



AN APPROACH TO BCL:
BIDIRECTIONAL IMAGINATION



• Requirements: alleviate catastrophic forgetting and enable zero-
shot inference

• Our framework is based on feature generation
– Same mechanism (i.e. replay/imagination) in both continual learning to 

prevent forgetting and ZSL to infer unseen classes
– Relatively easy to extend to BCL

• Approach: Bidirectional Imagination (BImag)
– We generate both past and future classes

• We use VAE as generator

Overview of the approach

Continual learning (Generalized) zero-shot learning

Classes

Images

Classes

Images

Attributes



Naive approach: attr-BImag

Attribute-conditional generation

• Generative feature replay

• Hierarchical generative replay
– Attribute generator+feature generator

• Semantic model: class descr. matrix A

Feature generator (VAE)

Feature 
distillation

Replay 
alignment

(from
MerGAN-RA)

X. Liu et al., Generative Feature Replay For Class-Incremental Learning, CLVISION@CVPR 2020.
C. Wu et al., “Memory Replay GANs: learning to generate images from new categories without forgetting”, NeurIPS 2018

𝒂 = 𝐺(𝒚) = 𝐴𝒚

Attribute 
generator

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.09199
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.02058


attr-Bimag. Training and inference

Training
(modules in red are trained/updated)

Test



class-BImag

• Non-informative semantic model 𝐴 = I
– Then 𝒂 = y, i.e. continual learning model

– class-BImag: our continual learning baseline

𝐴=I

• attr-Bimag performs 
worse than class-Bimag
preventing forgetting
– The semantic model 

seems to harm 
generative replay of past 
tasks



A practical example

Class cow (note the high diversity)

class-Bimag. VAE observes the visual information directly.

attr-Bimag. VAE doesn’t observe the visual information 
directly but attributes. 

This average description is 
not representative in the 

case of high diversity.



Possibles solutions

• No direct connection between visual and class 
information
– Idea: include class as condition in VAE (class-attr-BImag)

• Asymmetric generation
– Problem: the VAE has more information about the past 

(visual and attributes) than about the future (attributes) 
– Idea: decouple forward and backward replay directions 

(asym-BImag)

• Deterministic semantic models cannot capture all 
the visual diversity in classes
– Idea: use stochastic models instead of deterministic



class-attr-BImag

In practice we concatenate class and 
attribute vectors



asymmetric-BImag

One VAE for future In practice we 
concatenate class and attribute 

vectors



Stochastic semantic model
Problem: not clear how to get instance 

descriptions of unseen classes



BImag with a 
stochastic semantic model

This could be another 
parametric 

generative model



Experiments

• Datasets
– Animal with attributes 2. Two (40/10) and three (30/10/10) task splits.

– CUB. Two (150/50) and three (100/50/50) task splits.

– SUN. Two task splits (645/72).

• Evaluation metrics
– AUSUC (used in GZSL, less sensitive to 

calibration than harmonic mean)

• Adapted to two tasks as AUTAC (area under the 
task-accuriacies curve).

• Adapted to three tasks as VUTAS (volume under the
task-accuriacies surface).

– Overall accuracy

• Settings
– GZSL (BCL for t=1)

– BCL



• Here attr-BImag is a typical GZSL baseline

• Surprisingly, joint class-attribute conditioning (class-attr-BImag) 
improves performance in GZSL

Experiments on GZSL



Experiments on two tasks

Twp tasks experiments (AUSUC) on CUB 150/50 and AwA 40/10.



Experiments on three tasks

Three tasks experiments (VUTAS) on CUB 100/50/50 and AwA 30/10/10.



Conclusions
(Role of semantic relations in CL)

• Semantic models should be 
considered as integral part 
(together with visual models) for 
human-like continual learning

• Two new settings (visual+semantic): 
generalized continual learning
(GCL) and bookworm continual 
learning (BCL)
– BCL: generalizes both CL and ZSL. 

Semantic model fixed
– GCL: generalizes BCL. Continual 

semantic model 

• Many open questions (settings?, 
datasets? evaluation? training?)

Visual+
semantic

Semantic 
model

Visual 
model



Conclusions
(Bidirectional imagination)

• BImag uses feature generation to prevent 
catastrophic forgetting and infer future classes

• Integrating semantic information in replay 
generators is not trivial and can interfere with they 
performance (attr-BImag).

• Possible solutions
– Class-attribute conditioning

– Asymmetric generation

– Stochastic semantic models?

• A lot of space for improvement



Works in CL and ZSL at LAMP-CVC
Continual learning
• R-EWC. X. Liu et al., Rotate your Networks: Better Weight Consolidation and Less 

Catastrophic Forgetting, ICPR 2018
• MerGANs. C. Wu et al., Memory Replay GANs: learning to generate images from 

new categories without forgetting, NeurIPS 2018.
• L. Yu et al., Semantic Drift Compensation for Class-Incremental Learning, CVPR 

2020
• X. Liu et al., Generative Feature Replay For Class-Incremental Learning, 

CLVISION@CVPR 2020.
• M. Masana et al., Ternary Feature Masks: continual learning without any 

forgetting, arxiv 2020
• X. Liu et al., Continual Universal Object Detection, arxiv 2020

Zero-shot learning
• Song et al., Generalized Zero-shot Learning with Multi-source Semantic 

Embeddings for Scene Recognition, ACM Multimedia 2020 
• Yang et al., Simple and effective localized attribute representations for zero-shot 

learning, arxiv 2020

Generalized/bookworm continual learning 
• Wang et al., Bookworm continual learning: beyond zero-shot learning and 

continual learning, arxiv 2020 (short version at TASK-CV@ECCV 2020)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.02950
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.02058
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.00440
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.09199
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.08714
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.05347
https://vipl.ict.ac.cn/homepage/jsq/publication/2020-Song-ACMMM.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.05938
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.15176


Bookworm continual learning 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.15176

www.lherranz.org
lherranz@cvc.uab.es

More details about our work in CL at 
http://www.lherranz.org/category/continual-learning

Thank 
you!

Joost van de 
WeijerKai Wang Anjan Dutta

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.15176
http://www.lherranz.org/
mailto:lherranz@cvc.uab.es
http://www.lherranz.org/category/continual-learning

